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NEW-YORK, SEPTEMBER 4, 1852. 

Scrcw and Paddle WheelB Combined. 
J. Bourne, C. E" the well.known author of 

a number of works on practical engineering, 
has published a long and able article, in the 
, London Artiz�.n," on propelling steam ships 
by the conjoint action of paddles and screw, 
He states that the best old steamships of the 
Peninsular Steam Packet Cofu pany were con
structed under his direction, but they have be
come old, and having no interest in the Com
pany now, the new steamships built since 
then, are worse than the oldest. The new ves
sels being slower than the old ones, general 
dissatisfaction has been manifested. To in
crease the speed of the old vessels, as it was 
impossible to sell them in order to get others 
of greater power, he, some years ago, recom
m�uded that one of the small ships 01 the 
company should be fitted with a screw at the 
stern, and a pair of extra engines of 140 horse
power to drive it, as auxiliary to the paddles 
Ilnd the engines which she had j the screw en
gines were to have no air· pumps or cond€ll
sers; tbey were to have high pressure cy lin
ders, from which the steam was to pass, when 
cut off, into the old large cylinders, and there 
work expansively, and then be condensed; 
this involved no increased.�tion of 
fuel, and if the power was thus doubled, the 
s peed would be increased in the proportion of 
the cube root of 1 to the cube root of 2-an 
increase from 10 knots per hour to 124, with 
a duplicature ot power. His suggestions, af
ter great vacillation and delay, were neglect
ed. Since then a rival company has 8tarted, 
which has cut down the profits of carrying 
the mails, and an increased speed has to be 
maintained at the expense of an increased 
quantity of fuel. It is to save expense in  
fuel, and yet increase the poWer, that he  sug
gests the propriety and utility of employing 
both paddles and screw in one steamer. The 
idea is a good one for adding auxiliary power 
in an old vessel, and strange enough, both pad. 
dies and screw are represented in the fig}lre.�t 
John Fitch's old steamboat, which he exhibi· 
ted on Collect Pond, in 1796, in this city, the 
place where the "Tombs" now stand. Mr. 
Bourne contends that a steamship, with a pair 
of paddle engines of 500 horse-power, and a 
pair of screw engines of 500 horse. power, 
would be more efficient when deeply laden, 
than the same vessel with 1000 horse-power 
engines driving paddle wheels alone, and that 
it would be more efficient in head wlDds, than 
if driven by the screw alone and 1000 horse 
power engines. If either the screw or the 
paddles were deranged, the vessel would still 
be able to proceed with the remaining power. 
He has a high opinion of this plan, but only 
recommends it to increase the speed of exist· 
ing vessels, not for new steamships. 

At a meeting 01 the Eastern Steam Naviga. 
tion Co., held in London on the 12th ultimo, 
a most ponderous scheme was proposed; it is 
no less than a line of huge steamships to run 
from England around the Cape of Good Hope 
to Calcutta. These ships are to be of such a 
�ize that they will carry 3,000 to 4,000 tons 
of coal, and run at the rate of 16 knots an 
hour, to make the passage in 30 days. They 
are not to stop for COAl on the way, but make 
one long bold stretch from the west of Eu. 
rope to the east of Asia, and vice versa. It is 
a settled matter, by experiment, that the speed 
attainable by large vessels is greater in pro
portion to their power than with smaller ves
sels. These steamships are to be constructed 
principally of iron, and to be propelled by 
paddles and screw together,-thus carrying 
out the proposition first made by Bourne. At 
t'nat meeting Scott Russell was present, and 
stated that there were steamboats now run-
ning between England and Ireland, which 
made 18 miles per hour, and he had built one 
of twe\ve times the length of her breadth, 
which nn.at the rate of 18� miles per hour. 
The changes which may be brought about in 
ocean steam navigation by the combination 

I of screw and paddle, have yet to be demon

I' strated j the reasoning upon the proposed 
'. change$ is good but experience is the only test �.�mY. 0 .. "i" " �rl"� tho ,�t 
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length of American River steamboats in pro
portion to their breadth, has afforded an in
structive lesson to British ship builders, espe
cially Scott Russell. 

�c=:::::----

Manufacture of Gold Pens. 
We have made a few remarks on seve

ral occasions about the manufacture of gold 
pens, and had we nothing new to say just 
now, we should not utter a single word upon 
the subject, but having witnessed the opera
tions of some new machines, a few days ago, 
in the manufactory of A. Morton & Co., No. 
25 Maiden Lane, this city, we took the oppor
tunity of examining into the whole of the ope
rations, and acquiring new information res
pecting many things unknown to the world at 
large. The gold for pens is rolled into thin 
strips, about the thirty. second part of an inch 
in thickness; i'l this state it is black on the 
surface, and looks like brass; the first opera
tion is cutting it into stubs-short pieces 
pointed and angular at one end, and cut square 
off at the other; this is done in a die. The 
stubs are then run through a machine, and 
each point is indented for the reception of the 
real pen points. The next operation is point
ing the stubs; the substance used for points 
is rhodium, a hard brittle metal like steel, but 
unoxidizable. It is to this metal we wish to 
direct particular attention. There are various 
qualities of it, some worth 12, 20, 30 and 40 
dollars per ounce, and Mr. Morton told us he 
had.�20 for a superior quality. It is 
found in the ores of platinum associated with 
irridium, osmium, and palladium. hridiu� 
used by some for the points 01 gold pens, but 
rhodium is the dearest and best. All of this 
metal used in the United States comes from 
the Peruvian or Russian mines, but Mr. Mor
ton assured us that there was plenty of it in 
California, and he had seen some which had 
been brought from that gold land. It is also 
found there, pure, associated with sands, and 
requiring no chemical manipulation for its se
paration, as in the platina ores of the Ural. 
Our gold seekers in California should direct 
thllir attention to this metal, as it is far more 
valuable than gold j it is of a white glassy 
steel color, and in minute roundish particles 
I!�!llla.ndt·ihe round g\obuJarparticles are the 
bestfor pen points; in faeiJ, out ot one ounce 
of this metal, perhaps not one seventieth of 
the granules can be used, the rest are rejected. 
A fine particle of rhodium is soldered on the 
indented point, of each stub of gold-the sol
der is mostly composed of gold, for unless it is 
good, ink soon corrodes it, and the rhodium 
point drops off; this is the case with poor 
pens made by indifferent makers. After the 
pen is pointed, it is rolled out between rollers 
with indents in them to sa ve the points, until 
the stub is drawn out to its proper length and 
correct thinness; the rollir g also makes 
the gold elastic. Many suppose that gold pens 
can be re·pointed, and we actually had one re
pointed ourselves seven years ago, by getting 
It exchanged for a new one; we paid the full 
price, feeling comcious, at that time, that our 
old pen had really a new point put upon it. 
But old per.s cannot be reo pointed, for the heat 
employed to solder on the point, renders the 
gold as pl astic as a piece of tin; the heat 
changes the relative position of the crystals of 
the metal-thrusts them out, as it were, and 
the gold requires rolling or hammering after
wards, to give it elasticity-that spring so re
quisite tor pens; this is the reason why old 
pens cannot be re.pointed. Some makers do 
not hammer their pens after being rolled; they 
are never so good. After being rolled they 
are cut to the proper form in a finishing die, 
then stamped with the name of the maker, 
and afterwards turned up to the rounding quill 
form. This is done in the establishment above 
named in a new and ingenious machine, inven
ted by Mr. Morton, which makes a supe
rior pen. After this the point is slit with a 
thin soft copper disc revolving at a great ve
locity; the grea t speed makes the soft metal 
disc cut the hard metal rhodium j the gold is 
slit with another machine, therefore to make 
a slit in each pen, it has to undergo two ope
rations. The point is next ground on a 
copper wheel revolving at a high velocity; 
this is a very delicate operation, and a good 
artist gets high wages. After this the pena 
are "stoned out," that is, they are ground 
down on the inside and out by fine Water-of-

Ayr stones, by hand, on a bench alongside of a 
tub of water; the stones are long, thin, round
ish slips, and the pens have to be opera ted BO 
as to make one part more thin than another, 
to gi ve them the proper spring j they are then 
polished on swift revolving copper rollers, and 
afterwards finished with fine powder and soft 
chamois skin. Thus, to make a gold pen, 
it undergoes twelve operations j inferior pens 
can be made with less labor, but they soon 
develope their true characteriotics. 

This business has largely increased, and IS 
rapidly extending. New York is the head
quarters of the manufacture, and there are 
now perhaps no less than forty makers in this 
city. How the demand is made to increase, 
we do not attempt to explain; it shows, ot 
a truth, that Americans'. are verily a writing 
people. 

A Few Realons why P erson. should Sub
scribe (or the Scientific American. 

In this age of rapid improvement, no manu
facturer, mechanic, or aItizan, is safe who does 
not 5trive to keep posted up in inventions and 
discoveries. Scarcely a day passe ... but we 
receive a dozen letters from persons descri
bing some invention on which they have ex
pended considerable money and labor, which 
has been illustrated in some 01 our former 
volumes; the usual inquiry is, " can a patent 
be obtained for the invention 1" Had they 
been subscribers, to the Scientific American 
since its oril;:in, they would have saved time 
and money; it has been the means of saving 
hundreds of dollars to many subscribers. One 
article in this volume, in the series on boilers, 
was the means of enabling a subscriber to save 
$1,000 per annum tor fuel. Many papers, at 
the same price, have more reading matter; if 
more reading matter was our aim and object, 
Wd could print a larger pa per at less expense j 
but quality and quantity are two diff erent 
things. No man can now be considered intel
ligent, unless he is well informed on subjects 
of science and art; it would be much better 
lor all young mechanics, everywhere, it they 
read more useful and less trashy works. As 
a volume for binding, the Scientific American 
is a yearly record of all new and useful dis
coveries, and many of the rare receipts whIch 
we publish are worth more than the, year's 
subscriptiou. 

Dralnlnil of Harlaem Lake. 

In No.9, Vol. 2, Scientific American, we 
published an illustrated description of the 
" LeE'ghwater" Steam Engine, for pumping 
the waters out of the Harlaem Lake, in HoI
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FORJiIGN SUBSCRIBERs-Our Canada and Nova 
Scotia patrons are solicited to compete with 
our citizens for the valuable prizes offered 
on the next Volume. lIt is important that 
all who reside out of the States should re
member to send fifty cents additional to the 
published rates for each yearly subscriber
that amount we· are obliged to pre· pay on 
postage,] 

BINDING-We would suggest to those who de
sire to have their volumes bound, that they 
had better send their numbers to this office 
and have them executed in a uniform style 
with their previous volumes. Price of bind
ing 75 cent •. 

MISSING NUMBERs,-Subscribers who have 
jailed to receive some of the numbers during 
the year, can have them supplied by stating 
what numbers are missing at the time of re
mitting for the new volume. 

INf'ALLIBLE RULE-It is an established rule of 
this office to stop sending the paper when 
the time for which it was pre-paid has ex
pired, and the publillhers will not deviate 
from that standing rule in any instance. 

RECEIPTs-When money is paid at the office 
for subscriptions, a receipt for it will always 
be given, but when subscribers remit their 
money by mail, they may con..ider the ar
rival of the first paper a bonafide acknow
ledgment of the receipt of their funds. 

GIVE INTELLIGIBLE DIRECTIONS.-We otten 
receive letters with money enclosed, re
questing the paper sent for the amount 01 
the enclosure, but no name of State given, 
and often with name of post office also 
omitted. Persons should be careful to 
write their names plainly when they ad
dress publishers, and to name the post office 
.at which they wish to receive their paper 
and the State in which the post office is 
located. 

To CORRESPONDENTs.-Condense your ideas 
into as brief space as possible, and write 
them out legibly, always rem�ering to 
add your name to the comrmwi�tion,
Annonymous letters receive no attention at 
this office. If you have questions to ask, 
do it in as few words as possible, and if you 
have some invention to describe, come right 
to the business at the commencement of 
your letter, and not fill up the best part of 
your sheet in making apologies for having 
the presumptioll..to' address us. We are al
ways willing to impart information if we 
have the kind solicited. 

land, in order to reclaim the land This lake PATENTEEs.-Remember we are always wi!
coyered about 70 square. �;)no ��,I .. n. • � line to execute and publish engravings of 
feet deep. Three engines of great power were your IllVellI ,. . . they are on mte-
constructed in England in 1846-7, but the resting subjects, and have never�<!d_ 
pumping was not thoroughly commenced until in any other publication. No engravings 
1848. The steam engines are nearly through are inserted in our columns that have ap-
with theirlabors; the last accounts from EU-I peared in any other journal in this country, 
rope stated that much of the bottom was now! and we must be permitted to have the en
exposed, and only large pools were left. To I gravings executed to suit our own columns 
lower the lake one inch, four million tons of in size and style. Barely the expense of 
water had to be lilted. In three years the the engraving is charged by us, and the 
lake was lowered 7 feet 3 inches; in Decem- wood-cuts may be claimed by the inventor, 
ber, last year, it was lowered to 9 feet and a and subsequently used to advantage in oth-
half, and now it is nearly dry. It is believed I er journals. 
that no less than 700,000,000 tons of water have DT The above chapter of variety we have 
been liftedby the engines since they com men- inserted for the mutual benefit of our patrons 
ced operations. This is equal to a mass of and ourselves. If our subscribers will retain 
solid rock, a little more than three square in mind the suggestions contained in the 
miles, and on.e hundred feet high, that is, al- above paragraph they will be likely to be 
lowing fifteen cubic feet for a ton. We can benefitted thereby; besides they will save us 
easily see what an immense amount of labor much valuable time and a good deal of per
the engines performed, and what power there plexity. 
is in coal applied in a state of combustion to �.-

water, for the purpose of raising water. Each 
I 

. Paten� Appeal.. . . 
engine was 350 horse-power, and so economi- , A 1MI has passed Congress, authoflzmg ap
cal were their working qualities, that two and pellants from the decision of the Commission
a quarter pounds of Welsh coal per hour were er of Patents to have their appeals tried by 
all the fuel used fOI each horse-power of an the Assistant Judges of the Circuit Court of 
engine. The Dutch engineers were nearly the District of Columbia, because the Chief 
unanimous for using the old-fashioned wind- Justice of the District, Judge Cranch, is now 
mills, whichhadbeenso often employed forthe too frail to try them. The law, as it stood, 
same pur.pose, but it was asserted by two Eng- demanded all appeals from the decision of the 
lish engineers that the steam engines could be Commissioner to be tried by Judge Cranch in 
built and do the work for one half the amount person. He is now very old, and has not been 
of wind· mills j this has been completely ful- able to act upon any such cases for a long time. 
filllld. There are a number of appeals, which, for a 

� long time, could not be acted upon, owing to 
The people of Albany axe enthusiastic about the want of the amendment now made to our 

a tunnel under the Hudson at that place; why patent laws. We hope the Assistant Judges 
don't they try H. N. Houghton's Aerial Bridge, will act upon them
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illustrated on page 169, Vol, 7, Sci Am. those deeply interestedlin their decisions. 
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